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this is a revolutionary program that transforms your guitars.n MIDI guitar is available as a VST/Audio plugin Unit, and as a separate version. The current generation includes many advanced features. The Air Mixing feature allows you to customize the game settings in real time with your MIDI player. The Rotate Flanger, Harmonize, Mode
Select, Keyboard Mixer and Wah-Wah functions allow you to play the same notes on different instruments independently. n Finger Tone allows you to control your first chords using your own set of keys for quick control of the first chords sections. Bass supports Overdrive and KeyTone lets you quickly switch between acoustic and digital

tones.n SHIFT has several different setting options in the user interface. The analog keyboard functionality allows you to easily control your favorite metronome.n The VST Professional Package contains a brand new instrument interface, which includes three custom packages.n You can also use third-party music libraries and plug-ins.n
Expressing your feelings through your instruments and using a virtual bass guitar n You can create amazing vinyl sounds!n Use four playing modes at different speeds or control the volume in real time.n Allows you to completely change the sound of your guitar using a 7-band equalizer.n In addition, the audio interface has the ability to install

multiple microphones at the same time. n The original look of Native Instruments NI-GEN IV allows you to fully enjoy real rock music.n read more at West Technology - the largest online supermarketrss2lj
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